In A Dark, Dark Room And Other Scary Stories (I Can Read! Reading 2)
Synopsis

Creak...Crash...BOO! Shivering skeletons, ghostly pirates, chattering corpses, and haunted graveyards...all to chill your bones! Share these seven spine-tingling stories in a dark, dark room.
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Customer Reviews

I’m nineteen years old, and I still remember the day I found this book in my school library when I was six. I was enamoured, and checked it out numerous times before another student lost it. I was a bookworm as a child, having read hundreds of books in a matter of years, and this book still stands as one of the truly unforgettable books I read in my youth. I believe it is the powerful imagery of the book that has stuck with me all these years, and made it impossible for me to forget.Granted, it is not for everyone, and some children might benefit from reading it at an older age. I remember being slightly perturbed by some of the ideas and nuances presented in the book. However, I doubt highly that it would truly disturb any child that was mature enough to approach the book thoughtfully. An initial parental reading might be something to consider.

I remember when I got this book. It was near Halloween and I had to go to Burlington coat factory with my grandma. I saw this book and asked her if I could get it. She said okay. I was eight years
old. I took it back to her house and read it that night. My favorite story was 'The Green Ribbon'. I
took it to school with me the following Monday so that my teacher would read it to us and she got
excited when she saw 'The Green Ribbon' because it was a story she was looking for that was told
to her when she was a child. I love this book and I recommend it to you, but I do think that if you're a
parent, you might want to see if your child can handle some of these stories. Aside from that, this is
a fine bit of literature and will be cherished by many people for years to come.

This is one of the first books I remember reading as a kid and it freaked me out so much! Looking
back, the stories aren't anything to get even remotely scared about, but there is something great
about this book when you’re a kid. I must have read this book 15 times in one year. I still remember
the stories, and I've even reminisced about it with my friends. A must have in any childhood.

I remember first looking at this book after my Kindergarten teacher had finished reading it. I loved it
so much and I remember thinking it was the most wonderful book in the world. I had totally forgotten
what the title of the book was and it wasn't until recently that I stumbled upon it and bought it. The
stories are great and sometimes a bit humorous if you have a morbid sense of humor that is.
Anyway, I now read it to my little brother and he loves it. This is one of those scary story books
that's scary, but not too scary to keep kids up at night. It's an excellent investment to make and it's
something I’m almost positive a child will treasure forever.

One of my 6-year old daughters dislikes reading but is willing to read this book aloud (and to herself)
again and again because she loves the stories. I appreciate that the level of scariness is just right
and the wording is impartial enough to distance the child from the action. Some stories are made
with the purpose of “jumping out” at the reader, but even these surprise style stories are mild
enough for both of my daughters. As someone who loves reading and used to read a lot of horror
and folklore I also enjoyed recognizing some of the plots as cleaned up versions of classic stories.
The illustrations are also very good. Yes, scary things are shown but in a mild way. I especially
appreciate the cover image and the opposite illustration inside. I wish there were other stories of this
exact level out there!

It is difficult to find scary Halloween books that are successfully written for the primary grades. I
have a shelf of suitably scary books for grades three and up but, telling a story that is just scary
enough, but not too scary for grades Pre-K- 2 is a challenge. This book succeeds beautifully.
My 6 year old son loved this book so much he couldn't put it down! It was very refreshing to find a book that is different from the usual happy-sappy children’s books. It was spooky enough to keep him interested but not so scary that it frightened him.

I actually buy any copy of this book when I see it for sale at thrift stores, to give to the kids in my life. This is still one of my favorite books from childhood, as creepy as it sounds, it's just so much fun. The Green Ribbon was always my favorite short story.
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